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This term our learning will be based around the theme of

‘Fairy Tales!’
Children will learn about the following…
Personal, Social and Emotional Development: Learning
about how to be a good friend, making good choices, about families
and what changes we might see as our bodies grow.

Communication and Language: Turn taking in conversation,
Polite reminders for when
we can return back to
school:
P.E. Day: Tuesday
Please ensure that your child
comes to school wearing P.E.
kit on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays if they are a
swimmer (you will receive a
letter to confirm)
Golden Rules:
We are continuing to learn the
Golden Rules and understand
what they mean:
 We are polite and respectful
 We are safe and caring
 We are honest
Trip:
We will be visiting a Farm this
term to support our Spring and
Fairy-tales theme. (Date to be
confirmed)

listening to others, being respectful and using talk to share ideas,
feelings and events. Creating their own Helicopter stories where they
are told and acted out with the class.

Physical Development: To form most of our letters correctly
through handwriting practice, attempting to write labels and captions
for their creations and simple sentences with adult support. We are
continuing to focus on how to be healthy.

Literacy: Learning about and retelling fairy tale stories, reading
simple 3, 4 & 5 letter words e.g. tree, ship, shark, recognising sight
words confidently (words on their rockets) and becoming confident at
answering questions about stories they have read.

Maths: We are continuing to learn addition and subtraction up to 20
using objects to support, practicing our number formation, learning
about measures in length, weight and capacity, doubling and halving
numbers and recognising, naming and sorting 2D and 3D shapes.

Understanding the world: We are learning about the season
Spring and plants, their parts and what they need to grow. Farm
animals and their babies and how to care for animals.

Expressive Arts and Design: Continuing to develop their
skills through observational drawing, selecting appropriate colours
and creating decorative recycled models. In music, continuing to
keep to a beat with instruments, copying a pattern and reviewing our
creations and taking the next steps.

You can help your child to succeed by doing the
following:

Reminders:
 Please ensure that sound
fans and reading diaries are
kept in your child’s book
bag as often as possible to
be updated.
 Waterproof coat depending
on the weather as the
children have access to
outside provision all day.
 School sun hats are now
needed especially when it’s
hot.







Reading daily with the online reading resource ‘Collins
Connect’
Practicing their sounds and rockets each week
Encouraging your child to help to write the shopping list,
cards, or a comment about their picture using their sounds
Going for walks or a bike ride and observing your
surroundings, discussing what you can see, hear, smell
Talking about what you are doing and asking questions
about what you have done to develop their language and
vocabulary

Thank you for your on-going support.
Miss Horton and Miss MacMinn



